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1 Installation and Setup 

1.1 System requirements 
The following section describes the required capacity and configuration to deploy the pre-packaged Runecast 

Analyzer appliance. 

 vSphere infrastructure must already be deployed - ESX/ESXi hosts must be managed by vCenter 5.x 
or 6.x. Runecast Analyzer supports ESXi 5.x and above. 

 

 The Runecast Analyzer appliance will be deployed on the existing vSphere infrastructure, which must 
provide a minimum of: 

 2 vCPU 

 6 GB RAM 

 40GB Storage 

 100Mbit network (1GBit or above recommended) 
 

 A user with the following privileges on vCenter level is needed: 
 

[Note] The only required privilege for Runecast Analyzer to run is Read Only on vCenter level – it will work 
for majority of the checks. The minimum required privileges mentioned below will ensure that sufficient 
information is collected for 100% of the checks that Runecast performs. 

 
Minimum required: 

 Read Only 

 Host > CIM > CIM interaction 

 Host > Configuration > Change settings 

Required for auto ESXi syslog configuration: 

 Host > Configuration > Advanced settings 

 Host > Configuration > Security profile and firewall 

Required for auto VM syslog configuration: 

 Virtual Machine > Configuration > Advanced 

 

 Required ports: 

 443, 5988, 5989 from Runecast appliance to vCenter and ESXi hosts 

 514 UDP port from ESXi hosts to Runecast Analyzer for log collection 
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 31415 to the Runecast Analyzer web interface  

 5480 to the Runecast Analyzer admin interface 
 

1.2 Deployment 
1. Download the Runecast Analyzer OVA file from your Runecast.biz web portal 

https://www.runecast.biz/login.html, and deploy from your download location. 

2. Accept the license agreement. 

3. Select the VM name and folder, select the destination host, datastore and network on your 

environment. 

4. In Customize template, configure the network configuration for the Runecast Analyzer appliance. 

5. Review the settings and click Finish. 

6. Power on the appliance. After boot process is finished, you should see the appliance console 

displaying the URLs to the application and to the admin interface. 

7. If you need to change the settings of the appliance itself (network configuration or time 

configuration), you can login to the admin interface https://applianceIP:5480 (default user: rcadmin 

password: admin) 

1.3 Initial configuration 
This section describes the steps of initial configuration of the Runecast appliance and the vSphere 

environment that will be scanned. It includes setting up connection to vCenter, licensing, log forwarding and 

initial analysis. 

1.3.1 Connect to a vCenter server and analyze 
1. Navigate to the Runecast Anaylzer Web Interface: https://applianceIP:31415/rc2 and login with 

default credentials:  

user: rcuser  

password: Runecast! 

2. Click Settings icon located on the right side of the top navigation bar. Enter the vCenter connection 

info (see System requirements section above for required privileges) 

https://applianceip:31415/rc2
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3. [Optional - Recommended] Setup the automatic scheduler (which will automatically analyze the 

environment at the interval you specify). 

4. Click the Analyze Now button on the top navigation bar. 

5. After scan is complete (the scan might take up to 3 minutes to complete, depending on the size of 

environment) you can navigate through the dashboard and various views to see the results. 

1.3.2 License Runecast Analyzer 
Runecast Analyzer is licensed based on number of CPU sockets. It comes with 30 day evaluation period 

without adding any license.  In order to add and assign a valid license to your hosts, follow the steps below. 

1. Click the Settings icon located on the right side of the top navigation bar. 

2. Click the Licenses tab. 

3. Click Add License to start the 2 step wizard to add and assign license. 

4. In Step 1, select a valid license file you obtained from Runecast Solutions and write a license 

description, click Add License. 
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[Note] This action will add the license to your Runecast appliance, but will not assign it to any hosts. Proceed 

to the next step. 

5. In Step 2, you can select the hosts to license. Select the hosts from the “Unlicensed hosts” column 

and click “>” to move them under “Licensed hosts” on the right side. If the hosts are already licensed 

by another license, they will not appear under “Unlicensed hosts”. Click Assign License once you are 

done. 
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The license you specified at Step 1 was added to your Runecast appliance and it was assigned to the host you 

specified in Step 2. Once added, the license appears in the licenses list: 

 

Click Manage to change the license assignment or description or Remove to remove the license from the list 

and dissociate it from hosts. 
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1.3.3 Configure log collection 
Configure log settings on all ESXi hosts and VMs in order to maximize the data being analyzed for issues. 

Runecast offers analysis of logs received from the ESXi hosts. Your hosts may already be forwarding their logs 

to a standard syslog collector. Runecast can be configured as a second syslog destination – you do not have 

to delete the current syslog server address. Runecast will keep only the relevant log entries that may indicate 

a potential issue. 

[Note] The log configuration can be done at any time. Runecast Analyzer will start analyzing the logs 

immediately after they are forwarded to the appliance. If you prefer to perform log configuration later, you 

can skip this step. 

1.3.3.1 ESXi log forwarding – automatic 
1. Ensure that the vCenter user you use has the following privileges: 

 Host > Configuration > Advanced settings 

 Host > Configuration > Network configuration 

2. Click Status on the main menu of the Runecast Analyzer Web interface, under LOG ANALYSIS. 

3. Observe the list of hosts and whether they are configured to send their logs to the Runecast Analyzer 

appliance (green checkmark or red cross). 

4. Click the little wrench icon on the top right corner of the “Hosts configured with remote syslog” 

window. 

5. Select the hosts that are not configured and click Configure. Confirm the changes by clicking OK. 

[Note] Some checkboxes may appear in grey – this means that they are not configurable due to insufficient 

privileges on vCenter. Refer to Step 1 for more information. 

1.3.3.2 ESXi log forwarding – PowerCLI script 
Alternatively, you can use a PowerCLI script to configure ESXi logging: 

1. Click the little help ring icon on the top right corner of “Hosts configured with remote syslog” 

window in the Status page. 

2. Expand the Scripted section and download the PowerCLI script. 

3. Execute the script using PowerCLI. You can review the script before execution and make changes if 

needed. 
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1.3.3.3 ESXi log forwarding – manual 
In case you prefer to configure the ESXi syslog settings manually – follow the steps in this section. For each 

ESXi host in you environment, perform the following steps: 

1. Navigate to the Syslog.global.logHost setting: 

 (Web Client) select the ESXi host > Manage > Settings > Advanced System Settings 

 (vSphere Client) select the ESXi host > Configuration > Advanced Settings > Syslog 

2. Add udp://applianceIP:514 to the value of Syslog.global.logHost (if you already have another remote 

syslog configured, you can just append the value and separate it by comma). Click OK. 

3. Navigate to Security profile > Firewall > Properties. 

4. Make sure that syslog is enabled. Click OK. 

Read more about enabling remote syslog in VMware KB article 2003322. 

1.3.3.4 Enable VM log forwarding to syslog - automatic 
VM log forwarding would only be effective if you configured ESXi log forwarding. (see above) 

By default, a VM logs only to files located in the VM directory. In order to forward the VM logs to syslog 

automatically, follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that the vCenter user you use has the following privileges: 

 Virtual Machine > Configuration > Advanced 

2. Click Status on the main menu of the Runecast Analyzer Web interface, under LOG ANALYSIS. 

3. Observe the list of VMs and whether they are configured to send their logs to the Runecast Analyzer 

appliance (green checkmark or red cross). 

4. Click the little wrench icon on the top right corner of the “VM log settings” window. 

5. Select the VMs that are not configured and click Configure. Confirm the changes by clicking OK. 

6. Perform either vMotion or Power Cycle for each VM, in order to apply the configuration. 

[Note] Some checkboxes may appear in grey color – this means that they are not configurable due to 

insufficient privileges on vCenter. Refer to Step 1 for more information. 

1.3.3.5 VM log forwarding – PowerCLI script 
Alternatively, you can use a PowerCLI script to configure VM logging: 

1. Click the little help ring icon on the top right corner “VM log settings” window in the Status page. 

http://kb.vmware.com/kb/2003322
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2. Expand the Scripted section and download the PowerCLI script. 

3. Execute the script using PowerCLI. You can review the script before execution and make changes if 

needed. 

4. Perform either vMotion or Power Cycle for each VM, in order to apply the configuration.  

1.3.3.6 Enable VM log forwarding to syslog - manual 
In case you prefer to configure the VM log settings manually – follow the steps in this section. VM log 

forwarding would only be effective if you configured ESXi log forwarding. 

By default, a VM logs only to files located in the VM directory. In order to forward the VM logs to syslog, 

follow these steps for each VM: 

1. Power off/Shutdown the VM. 

2. In the VM Hardware panel, click Edit Settings > VM Options. 

3. Click the Advanced triangle to expand the advanced virtual machine options. 

4. Select Enable logging. 

5. Click Configuration parameters. 

6. Click Add Row. 

7. In "name" column insert: vmx.log.destination, In "value" column insert: syslog-and-disk 

8. Click Add Row. 

9. In "name" column insert: vmx.log.syslogID 

10. In "value" column insert the specific VM name. Click OK twice. 
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2 Working with Runecast Analyzer 

2.1 What is an issue? 
Issue is a term used in Runecast that represents a discovered problematic combination of infrastructure 

values such as configuration settings, log patterns, software and hardware type and versions, etc. The 

discovered combination of values is considered problematic based on information from various sources: 

VMware Knowledge Base articles, official VMware Security Hardening Guide, industry Best Practices. 

A common issue in Runecast has several main fields: 

 Severity: Marks the estimated importance of the issue based on its general impact and importance. 

Depending on the specifics of your environment, certain issues may have different importance than 

the suggested severity. 

 AppliesTo: The virtual infrastructure layer the issue affects – Compute, vCenter, Network, Storage, 

VM, Management. 

 Affects: The infrastructure quality the issue affects – Availability, Manageability, Performance, 

Recoverability, Security. 

 Objects affected: The number of objects affected by this issue. 

 Description: Short description of the issue. 

 Count: This field is applicable only to log related KBs. It shows the number of problematic log pattern 

occurrences for the specified period of time. 

 Last seen date: This field is applicable only to log related KBs. It shows the last date and time when 

the issue log pattern was detected. 

Once you expand an issue in the Runecast interface, you can view additional fields: 

 Source: The source describing the issue – Knowledge Base, Security Hardening Guide, Best Practice. 

 Reference: A link to online resources further describing the issue. 

 Date of last update: The date when the issue definition was last updated in the Runecast database. 

 Impact: The relative potential impact of the issue – 1 is low and 3 is high. 

 Importance: The importance of this issue – 1 is low and 3 is high. The issue importance depends on 

the infrastructure quality it relates to (Availability, Manageability, Performance, Recoverability, 

Security) and the infrastructure layer it impacts (Compute, Storage, Network, VM, vCenter, 

Management). For example, if the issue is Security or Availability related on the Compute layer, the 
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Importance will be higher. If the issue impacts Manageability of individual VMs, the Importance will 

be lower. 

 Risk rating: The sum of Impact and Importance. 

 Findings: This is an important tab that shows the list of affected objects and their settings that need 

to be tweaked or log messages that need to be reviewed. Click on an object from the affected 

objects list on the left to see the list of findings listed on the right. The findings list displays the 

description and current value of each finding that needs to be addressed. In case of log related KBs, 

you can see the exact log messages that indicate the described issue. 

 Note: Here you can add a note to any Knowledge Base article, Best Practice or Security Hardening 

check. The notes are not linked to the actual check (not to a detected issue) – so even if you have a 

Security Hardening check which is with Pass status, you can still add a note to it.  

2.2 What is an object? 
Object, also referred to as configuration item is an inventory object from the virtual infrastructure Runecast is 

connected to. Objects can be vCenter, hosts, VMs, datastores, virtual switches, portgroups, resource pools, 

etc. 

2.3 Dashboard 
Runecast dashboard is the central page that provides a summary of your virtual environment and detected 

issues. Navigate to the Runecast Anaylzer Web Interface: https://applianceIP:31415/rc2 and login with valid 

credentials. You can use the local user: 

User: rcuser  

Password: Runecast! 

Or, if you configured Active Directory – you can use an Active Directory account. Make sure to specify the 

username in one of the following formats: 

 username 

 username@domain.com 

2.3.1 Analyze now button 
Click this button to initiate a scan and analysis of all configuration data in your virtual infrastructure. It is 

recommended to enable and configure automated scheduled scans – see Automatic scheduler. 

2.3.2 Issues summary 
The widget located in the top left corner of the dashboard provides a quick summary on the number of issues 

found in the environment, grouped by severity. 
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2.3.3 Configuration items with issues 
Presents the ratio between objects that have at least 1 discovered issue and those without any discovered 

issues. 

2.3.4 Top 10 Configuration items 
Displays a list of top 10 objects with highest number of discovered issues. 

2.3.5 Four quick badges 
 KB issues found in logs: Number of Knowledge Base related issues discovered in logs. 

 Configuration issues: Number of Knowledge Base related issues discovered in the vSphere 

configuration. 

 Security compliance: The level of security compliance, based on all security checks enabled as part of 

the Security Hardening view. 

 Best practice adoption: The level of best practice adoption, based on all best practices enabled as 

part of the Best Practices view. 

2.3.6 Inventory objects 
Displays a summary of all vCenter objects. 

2.3.7 Proactive analysis 
Displays statistics related to the last configuration scan that was performed by Runecast. 

2.4 Inventory 
Browse through your virtual infrastructure objects using the Inventory feature. Number of detected issues is 

shown next to every inventory object. Click on an object to open a detailed list of associated issues. 

2.5 Issue list 
This view combines all types of detected issues into a single table – Configuration KB issues, Best Practice, 

Security Hardening checks and Log KB issues. 

2.6 All KBs 
This view shows all current knowledge which is used to perform the configuration analysis – Knowledge Base 

articles, Best Practice checks and Security Hardening checks. This view does not show the actual issues 

detected on your environment, just the knowledge used for analysis. 
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2.7 Configuration Analysis 
This section includes several views of configuration issues that were detected by scanning the entire virtual 

infrastructure and by analyzing the configuration settings. 

2.7.1 KBs discovered 
This view lists all detected issues on the scanned virtual infrastructure that were derived from VMware 

Knowledge Base articles.  

2.7.2 Best Practices 
This view includes industry best practices related to VMware. Each best practice is checked against the 

configuration items from the scanned virtual infrastructure. If a specific best practice is followed for all 

related objects, the best practice item is marked as ‘Pass’. If it is not followed for at least one of the affected 

objects, then it is marked as ‘Fail’. Expanding the best practice section will show details on affected objects 

and settings that do not align with the best practice. 

2.7.3 Security Hardening 
The security rules displayed in this view are taken from the official VMware Security Hardening guides. Their 

severity differs based on the type of security check: 

 Low Severity: Security hardening that is intended for highly secure environments only. 

 Medium Severity: Security hardening that relates to common environments. 

 Major Severity: Security hardening that can relate to any environment and is related to a host or a 

network configuration item. 

Regardless of the original severity, some security rules may not be included in your organization’s security 

policy. You might need to customize the displayed security checks by filtering those that are not included in 

your organization’s security policy. For more information, see Filters. 

Every security check can either Pass or Fail. In case there is even one object in your infrastructure that is not 

compliant with a specific security check, this check will be marked as Fail. The list of non-compliant objects 

can be viewed in the details of affected objects. 

2.8 Log analysis 
This section contains views related to log analysis. It provides the log collection status, log issues detected 

based on correlation of log entries with KB articles and more general dashboards displaying common error 

logs. 
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2.8.1 KBs discovered 
Runecast continuously monitors the logs it receives and is searching for log patterns that are described in 

various VMware KB articles. The ‘KBs discovered’ view displays a table of issues discovered in the logs within 

a period of time. The time period is configurable on the top of the page. 

It is our recommendation to attend to these issues as a matter of priority, because your environment is 

already exhibiting symptoms of a particular known issue. 

2.8.2 Verbose dashboards 
Along with the documented issues in VMware KBs, Runecast filters and tags common error messages from 

the logs that may indicate a problem. The tagged log entries are represented in a historical chart that can be 

examined by the administrator. A smaller navigation chart is located under the main log chart. Navigation 

chart can be used to change the time period of displayed logs. 

Initially, the chart displays the occurrence frequency of log strings that could indicate a problem, such as 

“Unableto”, “CouldNot”, “FailedTo”, “Error”, etc. Select one of those log strings to explore deeper the logs 

messages from that type. Another graph appears that includes the most common predicates that contain the 

selected log string. 

Select “shell” to see detailed chart and tables listing the shell commands executed on the monitored ESXi 

hosts. 

2.8.3 Status 
Use the status page to check the status of the log collector and the ESXi hosts sending their logs. On this 

page, you can also examine if the ESXi hosts and VMs were properly configured to forward their logs to the 

Runecast Analyzer appliance. In Status, you can also perform automatic log configuration for your ESXi hosts 

and VMs. For more information – see 1.3.3 Configure log collection. 

2.9 Settings page 
Runecast Analyzer settings icon is located on the right side of the top navigation bar. Use this page to 

configure connection to the virtual infrastructure, scheduled analysis, alerting, filters and the Runecast 

appliance user. 

2.9.1 vCenter Connection 
Under the vCenter Connection tab, one can specify the connection details for the vCenter server of the 

environment that Runecast will analyze. Server address, port number and username and password are 

mandatory fields. The account you specify should have the minimum required permissions at the vCenter 

root level, specified in System requirements. 
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2.9.2 Automatic scheduler 
Switch between Manual and Automatic scan. Once automatic scanning is selected, the scanning frequency 

can be chosen. ‘Analyze Now’ button can be used even when Automated Scans are scheduled. 

2.9.3 Alerting 
Alerting page can be used to enable email alerting. Alerts can be sent for specific types of issues and for 

specific severity (Critical and Major). SMTP server and port, as well as sender and recipient email address are 

mandatory fields. 

2.9.4 Log Analysis 
Configure log retention in terms of number of days and maximum size on disk. 

2.9.5 User Profile 
Profile tab can be used to update the password of the default local user – rcuser or to connect Runecast 

Analyzer to Active Directory. 

2.9.5.1 Local user 
The default local user that has access to the Runecast Analyzer web interface is: 

 username: rcuser 

 password: Runecast! 

Click Edit under Local User in order to change the default password. 

2.9.5.2 Active Directory 
You can use Active Directory accounts to login to the Runecast Analyzer web interface. Click Edit under Active 

Directory and provide information about the Active Directory you will use: 

a. Active Directory (Enable/Disable) 

b. Use SSL (Enable/Disable) 

c. Domain (for example company.com) 

d. Domain Group – any user/group in the specified domain group will get access to the 

Runecast Analyzer web interface. If domain group is not specified, the default domain group 

will be used: Runecast_admins . 

Optionally, you can configure advanced options by clicking on the Advanced options link: 

e. URL (the address and port of a domain controller, for example ldap://dc.company.com) 

f. PORT number 
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g. Root DN (for example ou=test,dc=company,dc=local) 

Note: Make sure that DNS is configured. Runecast Analyzer should be able to resolve the domain controller 

name. Make sure that the group you specify in Domain Group exists in your Active Directory domain.  

2.9.6 Filters 
Filters can be used to disable a combination of configuration items and issues from showing in the reports 

and statistics. Without filters, Runecast will include all configuration items it has access to for all possible 

issues and best practices. Typically these are all inventory objects under vCenter. 

There are many use cases why to use filters, for example: 

 Some of the Security Hardening checks are not part of your specific security policy and you need to 

exclude them from the reports. 

 You have several test ESXi hosts that you want to exclude from all reports, or perhaps you want to 

see only Critical issues detected for those hosts. 

Click Add Filter to create a new filter. A new filter called New Filter appears in the list. Expand New Filter and 

edit its name and description.  The filter configuration includes two hierarchical trees: 

 The left tree displays the vCenter inventory with all inventory objects underneath. Select which 

object this filter will apply to. 

 The right tree displays all possible issues organized by type (Knowledge Base, Best Practices, Security 

Hardening) and severity (Low, Medium, Major, Critical). Select a group of issues the filter will apply 

to. 

Click Update once finished. The filter is applied to all views. 

Click Export/Import button on the top right corner of the Filters tab to Export and Import all filters. Choose 

one of the following options: 

 Export Filters exports all filters in a downloadable .dat file. This function will not export the inventory 

objects specified in the filters. Once you import the filters, you would need to specify the objects this 

filter applies to. 

 Export Filters including objects exports all filters and objects they apply to in a downloadable .dat 

file. This function can be used in case you plan to import the filters to a Runecast Analyzer appliance 

that is connected to the exact same vCenter server. 

 Import Filters imports filters from a .dat file. Filters have OFF status once imported. In case the .dat 

file contains inventory objects, they will be added to the filters only if the vCenter object ID and 

other object IDs match.  
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2.10 Tool tips 
Click on the question mark on the right side of the top navigation bar to enable/disable the help tool tips. 

Once enabled, question mark icons will appear next to some of the main interface elements. If you hover 

over such an icon, you will get a help tip related to the respective item. 
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3 Updating Runecast Analyzer 
Runecast Analyzer updates may include KB/Best Practice/Security hardening updates, application component 

updates or appliance OS updates. Follow the procedure below to configure and perform updates: 

1. Navigate to the Runecast Analyzer appliance admin interface: https://applianceIP:5480. 

2. Login using default credentials: 

Username: rcadmin 

Password: admin 

3. Click the Update tab, click Settings. 

 

On this page, you can change the Automatic Updates and Update Repository settings. 

 Automatic Updates: You may choose no automatic updates, automatic check for updates or 

even automatic check and installation of updates. 

https://applianceip:5480/
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 Update Repository: If the Runecast Analyzer appliance has Internet connection, you can 

leave the default Runecast download repository as a source. In case a Proxy is required, you 

can configure it by navigating to Network > Proxy. If you choose to use offline CDROM 

updates, you can select the respective radio button. 

[Note] If your proxy requires domain user credentials for authentication, please refer to 

section 4.3. 

4. Click Save Settings if you made any changes and click Status 

 

5. In Settings page, you can see the exact version of the current appliance and you can check if there 

are any available updates by clicking on Check Updates. The Update Repository configured in 

Settings will be checked for new updates. 

[Note] If you set the Update Repository to CDROM, make sure to attach the update ISO to the Runecast 

Analyzer VM virtual CDROM. You can download the latest Runecast Analyzer update from your web portal - 

www.runecast.biz/login.html 

6. If updates are found, click Install Updates to install them. 

 

http://www.runecast.biz/login.html
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4 Advanced Configuration 
This section includes advanced configuration of Runecast Analyzer that may require console access to the 

virtual appliance. Runecast Analyzer runs in a virtual appliance running Ubuntu OS. For security purposes, 

SSH is disabled by default. You would need to use your vSphere Web Client to navigate to the Runecast 

Analyzer VM and open the VM console.  

4.1 How to change the rcadmin password 
Runecast Analyzer uses the VMware VAMI interface for appliance administration. The VAMI graphic interface 

does not provide an option to change the default rcadmin password. In order to changed it, follow the 

instructions below: 

1. Open the Runecast Analyzer appliance console 

2. Login with rcadmin user (default password: admin) 

3. Enter the command: passwd  

 Type your current password. 

 Type twice the replacement password.  

[Note]  As a general guideline, passwords should consist of at least 8 characters including one or more 

characters from each of the following sets: 

 lower case alphabetic 

 digits 0 thru 9 

 punctuation marks 

4.2 How to replace the self-signed SSL certificate 
By default, the connection to the Runecast Analyzer web interface is encrypted using a self-signed SSL 

certificate. In case your company policy requires CA signed certificates, you can replace the default one 

following the steps below: 

1. Open the Runecast Analyzer appliance console 

2. Login with rcadmin user (default password: admin) 

3. In the directory /etc/runecast/cert, rename the existing certificates: 

sudo mv rc2.crt orig.rc2.crt 

sudo mv rc2.key orig.rc2.key 

4. Copy the new certificate and key to /etc/runecast/cert. 

5. Rename the new certificate and key to rc2.crt and rc2.key 

6. Restart the appliance after you install the new certificate 
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[Note]  Runecast Analyzer supports X.509 certificates to encrypt session information sent over SSL 

connection. 

4.3 How to configure domain user credentials for proxy 
authentication 

Runecast Analyzer uses the VMware VAMI interface for appliance administration. The VAMI graphic interface 

does not provide an option to use domain user credentials for authenticating to the proxy which is used for 

downloading updates. If your proxy requires domain user credentials, do not configure the proxy using the 

VAMI graphical interface. Instead, follow the steps below: 

1. Open the Runecast Analyzer appliance console 

2. Login with rcadmin user (default password: admin) 

3. Run the vami_set_proxy_auth script: 

/opt/vmware/share/vami/vami_set_proxy_auth proxy_server proxy_port proxy_username ‘proxy_password’ 

Ex: /opt/vmware/share/vami/vami_set_proxy_auth 10.10.0.10 3128 admin@runecast.local 'DE34g%$ht' 

[Note]  It is required to use the single quotes for your password if it contains special characters, like % 

and $. 

4.4 How to disable session timeout for the web interface of 
Runecast Analyzer 

 

The web interface of Runecast Analyzer has a default session timeout value of 15 minutes. For security 

reasons, it is advised to keep the default. To disable the session timeout, follow the steps below: 

1. Open the Runecast Analyzer appliance console 

2. Login with rcadmin user (default password: admin) 

3. Edit /etc/runecast/runecast.ini and add the following line: 

session_expires=false 

4. Restart the Tomcat service: 

service tomcat7 restart 

 

[Note] Alternatively, you can reboot the appliance, instead of restarting the Tomcat service. 
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Thank you for using Runecast Analyzer! 
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